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ABSTRACT

Country of Thieves is a collection of poems which examines the many faces of loss
through voice and point-of-view. The thirty poems represent devices and techniques
employed by American poets from Colonial times up to the present which include Anne
Bradstreet, Walt Whitman, Emily Dickinson, T.S. Eliot, Anne Sexton, Elizabeth Bishop
and Sylvia Plath. The thesis introduction examines the voices of these poets and the
collection demonstrates new viewpoints concerning age-old themes like love, anger and
despair.
The introductory essay explores the similarities and differences between my poems
and the works of poets already mentioned. These poets each represent different
approaches to the use of voice. Some of Bradstreet's poetry deals with personal subjects of
domesticity and the point-of-view is autobiographical. Both Whitman and Eliot display a
wide assortment of voices in their individual poems while Dickinson's voice is singular and
reserved. The poems of Sexton, Bishop and Plath contain confessional voices and these
poets use their poetry as a vehicle to expose their personal lives. Although there are links
between my work and the works of Bradstreet, Whitman, Dickinson and Eliot, this
collection echoes the voices of the Confessional poets by exploring the inner-self of each
persona. My poems deviate from more traditional Confessional poems because they
seldom contain a blatant autobiographical point-of-view; my viewpoints are masked by

different narrators who take the voice of a given persona like Guinevere or Cleopatra's
slave.
The poems in the collection each employ a different voice and reveal different
attitudes towards loss. "The Map Makers," which includes a few different voices as
Whitman's poems often do, blends a subjective voice with a voice struggling to maintain
objectivity and through the course of the poem the more emotional viewpoint takes over to
lament over a history of men who left home to attain worldly success. Other poems like
"Becoming the Vampire" employ a childlike voice which reaches a level of self-awareness
similar to the narrator in Bishop's "In the Waiting Room" and that awareness is both
painful and inevitable. "Noah's Wife" and "Medusa" give a voice to characters who
previously did not have one and offer new ways of viewing their given situations, ways
which seem to beg sympathy and understanding for the characters.
All in all, this collection stands as a kaleidoscope of different voices which examine
loss in a personal and unique way. While the voices of the poems appear reminiscent of
some voices contained in works by past American poets, they collectively represent an
experiment to isolate the relationship between point-of-view and loss for a more in-depth
study. The crafting of each poem, however, has had less to do with the influences of these
other poets than personal experiences of love, anger, hope and despair, which are the
genesis for all the poems.
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I long ago lost a hound, a bay horse, and a turtledove, and
am still on their trail. Many are the travelers I have spoken
to concerning them, describing their tracks and what calls
they answered to. I have met one or two who had heard the
hound, and the tramp of the horse, and even seen the dove
disappear behind a cloud, and they seemed as anxious to
recover them as if they had lost them themselves.
Henry David Thoreau, Walden
"We lose our family, our loves, our places, and finally ourselves in our haunted end. I
work to restore these losses, first with private, close-eyed moments in which I see our
lives as they were, simple and full, and later in the shape of poems and prose, when the
subjects come alive on a street we all miss." --Gary Soto (Buckley 141)

The following poems were written over an eighteen month period. The primary
aim of these poems is to interpret the various faces ofloss through voice and point-ofview. The title of the collection, Country of Thieves, is evidence of this theme as it relates
to the perpetrators ofloss and those who have lost some element of their lives. The
collection, written under the direction of Professor Bruce Guernsey and committee
members Professors John Kilgore and John Guzlowski, is also a representation of devices
and techniques which link it to the work of American poets writing in Colonial times up
through the present. In this introduction, I will discuss this thesis as it relates to some of
the works of poets who have had a strong influence on my writing by focusing on the core
aspects of this project: voice and point of view.
I am choosing to examine voice as the most significant factor of the poems
because voice is what motivates the poem to be written. The persona in every poem
changes in the "I" of each piece and reveals something about the speaker even with the
omission of"I." A speaker says much through the language of a poem with tone and
diction, but also in the white space between and around the lines. What is the speaker

hiding and to whom is it appealing? A poem must appeal to someone. An audience must
respond to a poem and this is not done through form, allusion or any other device except
for voice, which sometimes demands or quietly pleads to be heard.
The voices of the poetry in my collection generally resemble those of the
Confessional poets. For this school of poets, the writer's self and often their "I" is at the
center of their poems and few would argue that when Anne Sexton writes of mental
asylums she is speaking from experience and highlighting her own problems with
depression and suicide: "To thrust all that life under your tongue! I that, all by itself,
becomes a passion" (Sexton 143). Poems like "Wanting to Die" demonstrate less the
importance of suicide in poetry, but instead the emerging importance ofthe self--of"I,"
and in this case, the speaker is the author herself. But I will deal more with this school of
poets later on. For now, it is enough to note that the voice of a poem must sometimes be
autobiographical and Confessionals are not the first to write from their own personal
experiences--perhaps only the first to exploit the practice.
The autobiographical point of view has appeared in the beginnings of American
poetry with a woman whose house burned down: "The flame consume my dwelling place.

I And when I could no longer look, I I blest His name that gave and took, I That laid my
goods now in the dust." (Bradstreet 187). What is so significant about Anne Bradstreet is
not that she tried to imitate the English poets writing "long conventional didactic poems,"
but that she also turned some of her verse into ''personal statements concerning affirming
love in the face ofloss, faith in the face of tribulation" (Preminger 48) and this is the
poetry for which she is remembered. Her personal point-of-view is a genesis for a poetry
of the self which found a niche on New England soil. Later we hear Thoreau defending
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the "I" of a work even on the first page of Walden: "In most books, the I, or first person,
is omitted; in this it will be retained .. .it is, after all, always the first person that is speaking"
(3). Thoreau considers the autobiographical voice as the most significant one; it becomes
a record of one's life, and consequently, is writing dedicated solely to the self And this is
a legitimate form of writing keeping in mind the notion of The Declaration of
Independence and its spirit which Walden certainly embodies.

In this collection there are few poems which I would call true autobiography,
although "I" appears everywhere in the poems. What differentiates my poems from poems
Thoreau might prefer is that they are only meant to sound like autobiography. It is not my
own voice that must be emphasized in the poems, but rather, the voices that ring true to
their speakers be they Guinevere or Cleopatra's slave, just so long as they sound like true
sentiments. Naturally, I wrote all of the poems and I finally hold the puppet strings for all
the speakers; however, I make a conscious effort to express what a persona feels given
various circumstances--not what I, as author, think and feel. But there are a few which I
wrote from my own point-of-view and they are in keeping with the Confessional
guidelines, so to speak, and yet, they sound like nothing else in the thesis. "Ocho Rios"
differs from the rest of the poetry on several levels. The voice is distant. It is not
Guinevere's voice which is intimately revealing, nor the speaker of"Loving Judas" who is
still more revealing. What I have noticed in my own autobiographical writings is that the
voice tends to say little; in fact, the poems are drastically shorter than the others and the
language is more checked. "Door-Step Bouquet" says little more than is absolutely
necessary and what I have subsequently noticed is that I feel quite uncomfortable with a
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strict poetry of the self I find it limiting, whereas other poets have found a kind of
freedom which became vital to their writing.
So, while I write few personal pieces, I write under the umbrella of
autobiographical writing because the poems are meant to sound like personal disclosures
from their given speakers. The speaker of"Loving Judas" is a voice that rises from
imaginary circumstances and the "I" of the poem is representative of anyone who must
come to terms with loss by means of betrayal. But more than anything, what this "I"
represents is a mask for me to act under, to conceal my self and to become a new identity.
This is why the personal poems of Bradstreet and Sexton are so important to me because I

try to echo the personal tones of their voice without blatantly exposing scenarios from my
own life--which, in truth, might otherwise sound like a very monotone sort of poetry.
I could hardly write on too many subjects in American poetry without in some way
including Walt Whitman in the discussion. According to some, "Whitman devised the
persona" (Preminger 51 ), but I think he had the greatest impact on poetry by the way he
used "I" in his verse. The point-of-view in Whitman's poetry is a voice that seems to
speak for all and represent every element of Whitman's being. Whitman himself is
commonly known to have said that he was large and contained multitudes and,
consequently, his "I" represents those multitudes. In "Song of Myself' Whitman writes:
"I celebrate myself, and sing myself, I And what I assume you shall assume, I For every
atom that belongs to me as good belongs to you" (Williams 116). Whitman's "I" seems to
know everything and see all. It takes on more than the ordinary singular point-of-view
takes on; the "I" collectively speaks for every voice that is within him or that he hears in
the outside world. In a way, he has taken "I" to an extreme by forcing it to speak for and
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about multitudes while Bradstreet essentially speaks for one--herself--and about one thing
in particular such as her husband or her children. Her "I" adheres to her own voice and to

a concrete subject that is familiar and close and Whitman's is visionary and might touch on
one hundred different topics in one poem.
I would say on the whole my poetry has little in common with Whitman's, and yet,
with careful study I have found links which I would have never imagined to be there. In
each poem I have struggled to make the voice adhere to a different persona and have gone
out of my way in some instances to make them sound different from myself in order to
reveal new and often ironic points-of view. The main difference between my poems and
Whitman's writing (and naturally there are many differences) is that my multitude of
voices is contained in a thesis and his are sometimes contained in a single poem. Perhaps
our main similarity is a desire to illuminate the self--whatever self we might refer to in a
given poem.
"The Map-Makers," though, is Whitmanesque and consequently unique in this
collection; the poem contains layers of voices that funnel down to just one. The first half
of the poem contains the story-telling voice which tries to damn emotions in favor of
reporting a more factual account. The indented speaker speaks more subjectively and
encompasses the voices of many women; it is this voice which eventually takes command
of the poem by wearing the mask of Ahab's wife, but actually speaks from a point-of-view
that is looking back at the world from a very subjective sense of her own anger and loss.
The poem is a good representation of an unreliable narrator; the main speaker hides behind
the masks of other women in order to persuade an audience to be sympathetic to her
concerns and beliefs.
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While part of the collection connects with Whitman, other parts relate to Emily
Dickinson whose poetry I admire for a few different reasons. Dickinson's voice sounds
very controlled; she gives nothing away that she doesn't intend on giving. This reserve
appeals to me because I like the writer's sense of privacy which is why I write from
someone else's point-of-view so often. But Dickinson's persona remains quite faceless for

all its poignancy; the voice is skeletal, bare bones and speaks from an Everyman sort of
persona in order to tap into the roots of basic, universal fears lodged in the consciousness
of us all. Death, loneliness, isolation, longing--these are the rooms Dickinson haunts with
her sextons and snakes. While her language is filled with concrete images, the voice is
elusive; I cannot pin her exactly down. For all her immediacy, there is a curious distance
to her voice. I feel like someone she is speaking to when she writes, "We must meet
apart-- I You there--1--here I Withjust the door ajar I That oceans are" (318). Dickinson
seems to want the reader to hear only the soprano of her voice, the notes that pierce, but
the everyday voice--the one that asks if tea is ready or ifthe dogs have been let out--is
hidden. Perhaps this is why many contemporary readers find her cryptic or archaic, but I
rather find her to be somewhat like a preacher who is comfortable with his pulpit voice
when he is speaking about life's heavies, like death and so forth, but prefers his Monday
through Saturday voice to remain undisturbed in the privacy of his own home. Basically, I
do not get a sense of Dickinson's self from her poems; I get a sense of the poems--not the
poet.
I admire Dickinson's sense of propriety as a poet--not that she is polite or correct
with her subject matter, but that she holds something of her self back. It adds a dignity to
her poetry that is lacking from a poet like Sexton who spills the milk all over the kitchen
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table and forces her readers to clean it up with her. Both poets are significant for the way
they speak, but I admire Dickinson's strength to hold back and offer only what is
necessary to the poem. This is why her poetry is often sparse and very short. "Siberia" is
somewhat of an exercise in the Dickinsonian style. She was foremost in my mind when I
wrote the poem which is why the poem is sparse and the subject matter a little bleak and
jarring. The speaker attributes feelings ofloneliness to a dog--which may actually be true-but she is, nevertheless, using the animal's situation to mask her own similar
circumstance. Here, as with Dickinson, the persona is distant and tries to speak
unprejudiced about loss--all the time revealing that there is an undercurrent of feeling that
is not readily visible in the lines. I think the main similarity between myself and Dickinson
is a keen sense of loss that keeps cropping up in our writing no matter what the topic.
Neither of us actually need to write on death to grieve over the many aspects ofloss that
are apparent in every detail of life. And though she writes with an "I" that speaks for
herself and I usually do not, we write generally around this same theme.
Before leaping to the Confessional era which has had the most influence on my
writing, there are a few more noteworthy poets I feel I should mention, however briefly,
as their work and relationship with voice would be entirely too missed in this introduction

if I failed to include them. Emotion forms the base of all the voices in my poems and
motivates my speakers, so when I stop to think about T.S. Eliot, my first response is to
say he is at the opposite end from where I sit in the realm of poetry. In an excerpt from
Eliot's "Emotion and Personality" he claims that "Poetry is not a turning loose of emotion,
but an escape from emotion; it is not the expression of personality, but an escape from
personality" (Kennedy 945). Indeed, Eliot and poets of the Modernist period appear quite
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impersonal and their New Criticism preaches ''the necessity for authorial detachment"
(Preminger 60). On the surface, poets such as Eliot seem more concerned with breaking
old traditions and creating a new poetry centered around form, allusion and a metaphysical
style. Modernist poetry does not appear to be a poetry bound to the nuances of voice or
with the illumination of the poet's self. Overall, the poetry of this period appears insincere
to me and there doesn't feel as though there is a human spirit fueling the poems which are
more mechanical than anything. I am reminded of Ezra Pound's "Portrait D'une Femme"
and its closing lines which represent the soul of their kind of poetry: ''No! there is nothing!
In the whole and all, I Nothing that's quite your own. I Yet this is you" (Perrine 42).
And yet, perhaps, I am being too hard on such poets. Doesn't the negation
emotion and the impersonality of the voice say something about the identity of the speaker
that makes the poetry pertinent to an examination of voice? Whatever the goals of Pound
and Eliot may have been, I have come to the conclusion that they were as emotional, if not
more, than any Confessional poet who bared his soul in all its emotional states to the
world. In that same essay Eliot also states that "of course, only those who have
personality and emotions know what it means to want to escape from them" (Kennedy
945). Certainly Eliot doesn't use "I" in the same way that Robert Lowell does in Life

Studies, but his work with voice is just as profound. Eliot wrote parts of "The
Wasteland" while in an asylum and the poem is anything but devoid of voice. In fact, one
could say its filled with a kaleidoscope of voices that paint a horrid, nightmarish picture
allowing the reader to believe there is plenty of emotion contained in the poem. In fact, I
was astounded when rereading Eliot's "Journey of the Magi" and discovered that we, in
fact, do the same thing by hiding within the voice of a Biblical
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character--allowing that character the emotions we deny ourselves to outlet in a more
straightforward poem of the self. To say that particular poem is emotionless is the
equivalent of calling it a happy poem: "I should be glad of another death" (Perrine 126)
sums up the half-dead tone of the voice which appears to be in despair. I don't know for
certain what constitutes a good poem or a good use of voice, but I think it has to do with
the speaker's ability to touch another human soul and relate an account of some genuine
feeling. In his essay "The Voice of Authority," the contemporary poet Carl Dennis claims
he reads "I" poems '"to make contact not so much with objective truth but with a
particular mind trying to know what is true for it" (65). I find this statement true for
myself and when reading Eliot I think it is most important to remember that Eliot's voices
are escape routes for the poet to hide from himself behind. His innermost personal
struggles are quite connected to the "I" of his poems no matter if he his writing from the
point-of-view of J. Alfred Prufrock or one of the Magi.
At this point in the introduction I would like to discuss a few Confessional poets
who have had the greatest impact on my work and my thoughts about poetry, but first I
feel as though I should mention, even in passing, a few other poets who sprang into the
scene after the Modernists--some which I like and some I do not; however, a discussion of
American poetry would be incomplete without some reference to them. For instance, I
admire Gary Snyder a great deal for his poetry of nature, but his work with voice has not
influenced my poetry particularly. The Beats and San Francisco Renaissance poets have
had little impact on my work because I tend to view their voices as simply rebelling
against traditional literature and attempting solely to shock the reader with some novelty
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of form or point-of-view. But in order to devote enough discussion to poets who have
been important to me, I must also exclude some very good ones.
For instance, I find Theodore Roethke a poet whose work I admire. In many
instances ''the narrator of the poem cannot be exactly identified with the poet" (Mills 21)
and this displays some of the dynamic of his voice, but as I said earlier, the poets of
contemporary New England have played the biggest role in my development as a poet.
Elizabeth Bishop, who is not traditionally considered a Confessional, has caught my
attention with her use of voice. One poem particularly, "In the Waiting Room," is a good
representation of what I attempt to accomplish with a single poem. Bishop takes the
point-of-view of a child, a young girl, and ushers her into the age of awareness and of
sensitivity to the outside world. I admire poets who take the child's voice and treat it as
seriously as any other without nostalgic or sentimental tones. Bishop allows her young
speaker a poignant voice: "Why should I be my aunt, I or me, or anyone? I ... How had I
come to be here, I like them, and overhear I a cry of pain" (Bishop 161) and whether that
speaker is Bishop or not, it is acknowledging the voice, the emotion and the experience of
a seven year old which was unique for adult poetry.
The child as narrator is a favorite voice of mine because it always sounds truest.
As adults, I think no one is very far from the fears they experienced first as a child and felt
them perhaps more profoundly than at any other age. But while Bishop seldom speaks
from a child's point of view, my thesis is jammed with such voices because fear is so much
a part of the core of the collection, and fear is most electric to children, which I remember
quite well. "Becoming the Vampire" tries to grasp that voice of fear that is so connected
to a child speaker: "I did not dream--the bat I flew in from a desert cave.. ./ I could not
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shriek, I but shut my eyes." What is interesting to me about "shut my eyes" is that the
speaker has focused her fear on an isolated, perhaps even an imaginary, experience with a
bat which has nothing to do with the real current of fear which has everything thing to do
with the speaker's parents. If the poem is to illustrate anything at all, it is to show how
the fears of childhood stay with us and mold us into whoever we become. In fact,
"Cleopatra's Slave," through different circumstances, says exactly the same thing; the
speaker is grown and still cannot come to terms with the loss she suffered as a child.
"Mourning the King" could be spoken through the same voice as "Becoming the
Vampire" as they are so similar.
One drawback I've noticed about writing from a child's point of view is that the
"I" is so interchangeable. There seems little difference from one speaker to the next. The
situation changes in each of the poems but the voice does not; it is the same lonely and
scared speaker who struggles to cope with loss. Writing from older perspectives offers
much more dynamic; Guinevere's voice sounds nothing like the speaker from "Loving
Judas," for example. Guinevere's cold "you are not this man I love" is in another chapter
from the passionate "I forgive you I I forgive you" cried by Judas's mistress. But, though
the child's "I" sounds like the same voice in many poems, it nevertheless, has the ability to
strike at the reader's emotional core more than any other speaker. Because the child's
voice is so basic, in a sense, it finds a root in us all. What these speakers lack in the way
of dynamics, they make up for collectively in sincerity and maybe even a universal
harmony that can be heard in their voices despite differing circumstances. They have an
ability to catch a sliver of time and convey the realest sense of anxiety better than any
other voice I have found.
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So while I use the child narrator to portray fear, I find other speakers to portray
other emotions. In Life Studies Robert Lowell "deals with his own emotion for its own
sake" (Staples 33) and I have similarly tried to make some emotion the basis of each
poem. However, while Lowell's "autobiographical poetry may at first seem purely
personal.. .it also reveals important social and philosophical implications" (Rabi 195) which
I hope I also accomplish. I think, though, that emotion is at the forefront of much of
Sexton's work which epitomizes the Confessional theory; however, in Transformations
she uses a story-telling narrator which is more satirical than emotional. In "Cinderella"
Sexton's voice, while keeping with its ironic tone, tries to take the point-of-view of a
character's situation, possibly to mask her own situation or simply to illustrate another
view of an old story: "Cinderella and the prince I lived .. ./ like two dolls in a museum case

I never bothered by diapers or dust, I never arguing over the timing of an egg, I never
telling the same story twice" (258). This is an important period in Sexton's writing
because she begins to move away from a strict poetry that revolves around herself and to
add another dimension to a voice that previously never deviated from "Anne's story".
"A Shoe Saga" is very much like the poems from Transformations on first glance;
it borrows the character from the nursery rhyme "The Old Woman in the Shoe" and builds
a story around her to explain her condition in the rhyme. The voice in this poem, though
similar to Sexton's in "Cinderella'', is different. My narrator does more inventing while
Sexton primarily sticks to the old version while adding humor to the details of the story:
"The eldest went into a room to try the slipper on I but her big toe got in the way so she
simply I sliced it off''(257-8). This demonstrates a different purpose for our speakers.
Sexton writes to retell the story in a different voice, but I wrote "A Shoe Saga" to
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transform it into an entirely different story in order to explain what made a particular
woman go bad, so to speak. In the end, Sexton and I both write these story-telling poems,
but our speakers have different reasons for telling them.
The last poet I will discuss has also had the greatest impact on my work. In his
introduction to Sylvia Plath's collected poems Ted Hughes said "she never scrapped any
of her poetic efforts. With one or two exceptions, she brought every piece she worked on
to some final form" (13) which I can quite believe as she seems like a perfectionist, but I
try to make something of every scrap of poetry I scrawl as well. In any case, there are
voices that differ from poem to poem. "Mirror" is unique as it takes the point-of-view
inanimate objects: "I am silver and exact. I have no preconceptions I ...Most of the time I
meditate on the opposite wall I ...Now I am a lake. A woman bends over me" (174). In
"Elm" Plath finds the voice of a tree: "I know the bottom, she says. I know it with my
great tap root: It is what you fear" (192). Plath's speakers can also be judgmental as in
"Childless Woman:" "This body, I This ivory I Ungodly as a child's shriek. I Spiderlike"
(259) and emotionally out of control: "Daddy, daddy, you bastard, I'm through" (224).
Plath's speakers are also surprising and unconventional as in "Cut:" "What a thrill-- I My
thumb instead of an onion" (235). Her voice seems inhuman in many of her poems, and
yet, she also discloses other personal-sounding and quiet sentiments as in "Love Letter:"
''Now I resemble a sort of god I Floating through the air in my soul-shift I Pure as a pane
of ice. It's a gift" (147). In essence, Plath's voices, whether they express her different
moods or reflect controlled exercises in point-of-view, display a sharp sense of the
speaker's place in the poem. Her work with voice has reached a depth few others have
captured.
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Plath's variety of speakers has proven to be a good example for my own writing.
Some of my poems previously unmentioned offer other examples of voices which help
color the collection's collage of speakers. "Medusa" is an example of a poem which takes
an ironic and perhaps un-thought-ofpoint-of-view as the speaker describes her as a sad
woman who destroys out of a sense ofloneliness. "Winter" alludes to Robert Frost's
"Stopping By Woods on a Snowy Evening" in order to set up a situation of a woman
waiting for a man to come back to her. What makes this speaker so interesting to me is
that she cannot accept that he was late because he stopped to look at a beautiful winter
scene nor can she understand that there could be elements in the world which he is
searching for which have nothing to do with a woman. Consequently, she invents a
version of the story which makes sense to her. She is an example of an unreliable narrator
and I like to employ such speakers because they are more crafted than my
autobiographical pieces. I also think of them as being more artistic although in truth they
may not be thought as good.
All in all, the voices in this thesis are sometimes reminiscent of past poets' works,
but they also differ in many ways. Since the beginning American poets have shown a
concern over the voice of their poems which I share. But what I want the poems in my
thesis to accomplish is not only a portrayal of different voices and points-of-view, but to
demonstrate that these voices are tools which can reach into issues and insights and offer
new ways to look at the world, which I think good poems are supposed to do. While I
have left out a number of poems from the collection which I think are equally good--in
some cases maybe better--! have included poems which give the greatest sense of the span
of voices I was trying to create. The poets to whom I have alluded have impressed me in
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ways that, as Dana Gioia once wrote while discussing Bishop's poetry, cannot "be
measured by comparing two texts" (237), but the crafting of each individual poem, of each
voice, has less to do with those influences than the personal experiences oflove, anger,
hope and despair--which are the inspiration of all poems.
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Gypsies
Budapest 1986
Here the moon
lies with the wolues, the dogs, and the stones,
Behind the rocks and the tents, behind the trees.
Here the moon
Sells its face every night,
For a dagger, a candle, a braid efrain...
--Fadwa Tuquan

Here the hills slant toward the river and deepen
to shoulder the city plain. Here soldiers slacken their stance
in late sun; watch sojourning Transylvanians
peddle a year's worth of stitching, to tourists,
dirt cheap. Here bridges hang from stone and subways
slit the ground. Here roses bleed through fences and sweetly
choke air. Lovers ash into fountains and violins color cafes
smoky gray as old photos. Here people smell faintly

of sweat-near kitchens, strong odor of paprika and onions and King Stephen's statue
guards Heroes Square. A cathedral holds high mass while a road
twists above the Danube, wrinkling to a steep plateau and ruins
of the Tartars, a medieval castle, a view
of parliamentary proper. Here the world looks its age and industrysome foreign tongue. Here rain falls slow and wilderness, a ghost
in the walls and streets. Here wind whorls softly
through withering trees. Against this frame,
pictured on center stage of coming night, Gypsies
resurrect horse-worship and tambourines; taunt the green scenery
to unmask its grinning, its haughty swagger;
to unloosen its blouse and swindle
blue bracelets to rub into gold; to barter rooftops,
chairs and tables for a fortune in laughter. Here they come
in shadows from the outskirts, dark
in thick heat Here a flash of hungry teeth;
here a shriek and bevy of black hair streaming
above jangling beads, defiant flight and disappear, appear again. Here
the lonely moon lusts in her orange robes for the red mouth
of godless mystery, blood-fang
of thievery; and the wolf pitches his prayer for immortality
from distant heights where Gypsies reach into tents
to wrestle up love from the hard ground, stars
flourish the sky like coins-solicit life's ugly charms.
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The Map Makers

"He has a wifa-not three voyages wedded-a sweet,
resigned girl Think ef that; l?J that sweet girl
that old man has a child." --Herman Melville, Mol?J Dick
It always begins when some scurvy-ridden sailor
comes to shore rat-bitten,
interrupts dinner and spreads his fever
for fabled exploration,
which quarantines the kitchen table
for its maps, logs, charts;
its trunkloads of pirates' lore and lists of ports.
For weeks the women serve ail; ignore
the upheaval while their babies wail
unconsoled in cradles and Grandmother
holds her tongue while she weaves and Mother
holds her tongue while she weaves.
One night the men gather together and proclaim
the date over a parade of drinks
and offer prayers to whomever-Inanna, Ra, Jehovah
to lead them to the brink, to Terra Incognita
and give it a name.
But what makes a man want to leave?
They burst their borders all smiles, bound
for Java, Genoa, Siam; announcing themselves
with a stake and a flag; break ground
to route up the east, footprint the northdaring beyond Bojador
for gun powder, cedar, cloves; ransacking Delhi
for damasks and tapestrywhatever they could take-de Leon,
da Gama, Drake.
They should have stayed home.
All the while they're traipsing to Bora Bora
and their wives are reading nursery rhymes
through clenched teeth, waiting for tragedy
to waft in on sea reports with sunken proof
of ships gone down in a monsoon
near Keeling Basin or Shark Bay.
They navigate some straits, draw lines in a book,
note the terrain and sign their journals Tasman, Hudson, Cook;
and look for Emerald City
or a piece of lapis lazuli
more precious than their wives?
Then off to Andalusia, Mombassa, Cameroon,
on the coat tails of the current, a wind stream, the moon.
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And when the blowing sails bulge, flapping
with air, tossing towards the horizon, then bliss
seeps up from the hold and peace
floods the hull? Can they realfy be happy?-facing rain squalls with a compass, storms
with some canvass and starving
while their hemp-stained hands
swab the deck-just to spot a strip of land
and float their boats up malarian coasts,
abandon their dead in meal sacks
off the Cape of Good Hoperide some camels in Arabia, contract
dysentery in Tanzania.
They hauled in their cargo of silk and pepper,
packed some loot with a few stories of adventure
to tell their sons
who by then were full grown,
and with their quills and paper,
more regularly their swords,
they carved history and conquered
the unknown.
Did they recall they were deserting
the towns where they were born?
Where a mother wrung her hands over the wash-pail
wishing she might live long enough
to see her son's return.
Now we can visit Cypress, Senegal or Hadrian's Wall;
visit the dead in catacombs and tombs
and calculate the distance from pole to pole,
numbed in the frozen blankness of ice.
Now every village has been chronicled-and taxed-the caves
dug out; the rivers, unraveled like rugs;
and mountains, cut down to size. And a ghost
called Mystery
flew up in a hot air balloon and got captured
over some ocean we can name; she died
when we stole her secrets-how lightning,
how rainbows are made.
In the shadow of Edison's street-lamps,
even stars begin to fade.
And you, Francisco, did you ever
figure out the mystery of your mother?
Before you left she dreamed you a printer,
clock-maker or priest-anything to keep
you home. And after,
even you Cortez,
she heard the truth
of what you and your crew
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did in those strange places
to young girls, and who knew
what else-and still,
when she shuffled past your empty room,
she loved you.
And aren't women mysterious?
Or are they riddles you answered long ago
like notations you could scrawl on scratch paper
and stash away while you journeyed on?
Were you trying to forget your wives
wrinkling beneath the heavy folds of their gowns?
Did they nag, curse, chase you out the house?-their crazy hair flying, their voice
sawing the air in two.
Along the rusty rail of the boat, from captain to cook,
the lot of them waved farewell.
Be honest Ferdinand Magellan.
How many women crouched on the dock,
mindless of the lashing cold, the rolling swell
pelting their frocks with spray
for men like you,
who for a long-shot, a change of pace
and a pocket-full of coins, leave on a lark
and force the ones who love you to mourn
in the loneliness of the foghorn's moan,
kissing you one last time
before you embark
and vanish
on your voyage to the dark
without looking back.
"Oh, ... what shall be grand in thee, it must needs be
plucked atfrom the skies,
and divedfor in the deep, andfeatured
in the unbodied air!"*
Well, did it never occur to you Captain Ahab,
that I saw you off from the pier;
that I was your wife
in another life, and while you searched the sunset
with a ragged crew
you lured from their wives-men
who could care less for you, I held our child
that barely knew you.
You crossed and recrossed the worldwhen we had enough money
to raise that child times ten.
We married and you disappeared,
sacrificing me to the wasted expanse of your home
to fill the white space of your soul-
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without giving me the chance
to compensate loss with my voice,
to drown away the ocean's call.
Nantucket had plenty of corsets and kerosene.
So all the while you were out
proving you couldn't be bullied
by a whale,
I was waiting for you in the window,
virtually unexplored,
with more promise than your flat maps and dusty globes
and mysterious
as any woman who longs to be discovered
by a man desperate to be whole
like you, a reckless man who never knew
his wife or the sea scrolls of her mind; the airy castles
of her mind; the rivers, Danube blue,
flowing a tide of praise from her lips, generous
as milk and honey. Within her eyes
Atlantis surfaces from the murky depths;
Pegasus leaps out of her laughter.
The pity of it Ahab! You did not dare to unearth
the hanging gardens of her moods,
the bubbling grail of her mirth,
nor uncover the golden fleece of her caressthe wheels, the wheat, the fire she invents!
And you go off on some extended trip
muttering, as you're apt, breasts
aren't enough, curvy hips
aren't enough. Never mind the Great Wall
could have crumbled beneath her touch,
the burning bush extinguished
under the blanket of her smile-and you just left
commanding her to guard with her life
the Never Never land beneath her dress
and abandoned her to the desert of an empty bed.
There were three chests of his things on the floorand somehow, on your way out the door
you got around the incontestable fact
that no canyon is grander
than the hole in her heart harboring countless
lost cities of gold.
The Pinta and Nina were lost.
Then tell me Leif Ericson, or you, Sir Patrick Spens,
when all the tears are shed,
what's a girl to do but wait, wait, give, placate
and wait some more and cry again
over you, never quite certain of who
should house the guilt and shoulder the blame
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when husbands, sons and fathers go away.
Icarus fell out of the skyAnd I often blame you Galileo Galilei
for showing them the way.
The settlers of Roanoke were never found.
Swamp fever defeated Alexander
at the young age of thirty-threeBut you never could settle down in one place,
you TarTars, you Crusaders and find peace
waiting piously in the tent where you left her.
The Nile's fountains eluded Livingston
as he bled his last days in the African rainAnd how many mothers cried for you
Phoenicians, Babylonians? How many lovers
lit a candle for you and wept for your return?-you cloud-chasers! What made you think
you needed to go?
Christopher?!. .. Kublai Khan?!. ..
Marco?!. ..
Marco!
Amerigo!
*From Melville's Molry Dick
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Guinevere
My head has no heart for such weather-winds blowing in from the north, the south;
the moon barely visible through trees wintering
above the cracked ground. This is no weather
for venturing out--no chance meetings, no forest rides.
I am fixed like a stone between these walls,
as rooted as vines that cling to such cliffs
that endure and endure, safe
from ruin. If there is solace in decay, I want to find it
crumbling in the castle's wings, dying
with the light that creeps west in the day's
last breath. I want to see these veils
fall in threads of dust, the vows
scatter in a storm and the ring
break. Arthur, there is just this monotony
in preservation; the tired silence that repeats
between us, cloaked in robes of courtesy-tattered garments of old love. I am waiting for Spring
to ride up on his steed, swinging his golden locks
and singing me an island above the flood
of your voice. There is only so much eternity
before man and wife, until forever snaps
like a dead branch--or bends to snatch bliss
before he is lost; he comes as other lips, as other hands
upon the breasts, another's touch of fingertips
brushing past life away. I want to say,
Arthur, you are gentle and good. You are crowns
and kingdoms, honor and blood; but you are not
August rain misting my skin, not the blue mote
rimming his eyes, not the fever that spreads
like the blanket beneath us--you are not this man
I love.
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Mourning the King
Laundry was lonely work the way I remember it in 1979
for my mother
who spent so many afternoons beneath a line
of denim
that dripped above the laundry tub.
She would run
my father's work shirts through the wringer
before she hung them
to bare their grease spots through the wrinkles.
I
wouldn't have known what a shrine was
back then.
I just thought washing clothes
made her sad;
except, she always played the same songs
over and over,
brushing her forehead against an album sleeve.
The hamper dumped,
she coccooned herself in a pile of dirty linen,
mascara
creeping down her cheeks. If
my father
came home in time for dinner, she'd wash
her face
and come upstairs; he'd tell her about
his day,
about whatever he wanted to talk about,
or nothing
at all. Or else he came home mad, if he
came home;
there was never any telling how it would be;
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but she
rolled up the socks, folded our underclothes
and tucked them
neatly into drawers. While my dad fell asleep
on the couch,
she read the newspaper. I didn't know
her grief;
that she could not iron loss into a flat thing
or bleach
the dingy stains of her life; so would play again "Are You
Lonesome Tonight?"
with her back propped up by a bottle of Clorox or box
of Cheerand you don't know that kind of feeling until
you're standing there
folding and refolding your own drab slacks,
your own
snagged shirts that don't seem to fit right
anymore,
wishing you could just wash in whatever was
nus singor get rid of what's ground in like a black stain
and bleach,
bleach white whatever makes you lonesome tonightwhatever
has you building shrines in your basement under
the spell
of an old phonograph, a well of suds and a spread
of out-dated
forty-fives-whatever-that has, so little to do with
the king is dead.
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Diamond-Back Country
The skyline basks snakelike in heat; we fly
the Arizona backroads battling oil leaks and bad brakes.
Nothing looks alive save the rocks
that climb up from the earth scorched,
a blistered fist at the sun.
We haul the tent, a guitar, four gallons of water in the trunk. We make
breathing our sole purpose; revere it
like an ancient custom we have forgotten the meaning 0£
The land, with its craters and blank face, blinks
in prehistoric light while native men
dot the scape like constellations--hang around service stations
in faded denim without shirts, drinking up
the dusty isolation. Women cackle
and the wind chews the frayed fringe of their skirts
swilling time in its lizard mouth. They watch us
buying Cokes and filling our tanks for the long trip-cigarettes lit, they eye us as we are surely ghosts
from the world they guard against-we don't belong. A coyote patrols dusk;
chameleons belly up to the brush, turncoats
disguised for ambush and we go west,
a run for the coast, bursting through silence
past the dead lump in our throats; gather distance
like thieves smuggling loot--we seem
like spirits winging these buzzard haunts, our hearts
fistfuls of sand. Your fingers coil around my wrist-I am charmed to trance, a victim
caught in the black eyes of the dark,
hypnotized while the dessert hisses,
rattles and winds, even here
in the hollow pit of each touch.
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Queen of Bees
We have called her that, for a laugh,
my maiden aunt who's afraid of bees;
she closes the windows in summertime,
convinced they would crawl through the screens
to swarm the house, yellow outfitted, black-masked,
with stripes and long stingers. Strangers
have grinned to see her on the street,
exacting her rituals-the swatting bags and dance
of dread; arms swaying her bulk of years,
pleading for help while we all stared
as if she had whirled overboard at sea, her skin
no less soaked, and blanched, for drowning in air
when the terrible buzz relinquished her
for a popsickle stick or candy bar. I was embarrassed
to see her. She claimed
the scent of her body lured them from their hives;
so she poured her perfumes down the drain;
let the rose garden go to weeds,
despising all seasons of bees;
she won't hang her laundry on the line
where they might hide up her sleeves
and, sneaking, catch her unawareslike when she's sleeping and swears
she hears them flying. I couldn't understand
having never been stung or choked by a breath
at the sight of their frenzied flight
in a flower's folds-a specter of gold
haunting the petals-until I discovered ghosts
of my own. Sometimes
fear darts out of the hyacinths
and what's the difference if we attach it to wings
and name it bees?
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A Shoe Saga
There was an old woman
who did live in a shoe; she fell for the cobbler who
made it-a real dandy in cowboy spurs and glued
rhinestones, with a slicked-back hair-do,
a gorgeous buckle, a wide swinging gait
and a quick lip-which he needed in her caseshe coming high-class from some new, up-scale
Park A venue number, the swankiest Italian stiletto
on the block. He passed her often on his way
to work, trying to catch a glimpse of her
sun-bathing in the open toe of her
genuine leather pad. She liked the look
of his rawhide boots, so different
from the polished patents who took her dancing
and wore stiff suits. He seemed far more fetching
ordering drinks, recounting jokes, poking fun
at waiters, and sharing his hopes
to build a chain of cheap motels
in clogs of pine and rent them pricey, making heaps
of profit to buy her fat diamond rings
and other things she set her heart on. Then,
as happens, they fell in love, though hailing
from opposite ends of the shoe world. He
made promises, said they'd lounge through life
in a fluffy slipper if she'd be his wife. So
she packed up her stuff, strutted out on his arm,
told her family to take a hike.
He'd put off the wedding
until the money rolled in-they bought a used skate
instead, an older model with metal wheels,
and peeled off past department store spikes,
through the suburbs of middle-class canvas,
into the land of patched-up flats. As yet
in love, she scarcely knew the gloomy tenements
of black and gray galoshes looming
in their path. They reached home. She glanced
towards the marsh struck true-the hovel
being no slipper, but a haughty boot,
an old witch-kicker with hooks and a frayed
flapping tongue. He caught her gasp and scowl.

There began the trouble-she not meant
to sweep or defrost. She couldn't clean
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or forgot to wash his socks, burned supper
if she cooked and looked ridiculous
in an apron. But she wouldn't leave, and besides,
her parents slammed their door
once she got pregnant, left her
scarred and unmarried in the crooked shoe,
a penniless cobbler's kept woman, arms
filled with babies; years of so many children,
she didn't know what to do, but scream,
frown and clasp a switch in her palm. Then,
hard times really hit. Her lover got laid off.
Interest rates running high, people stopped buying
shoes, opting to fix their old ones, kept their cash
under wraps. Repair shops sprouted up,
but no help for a poor woman and her brood,
whose money vented out the boot's bad stitchingwent for disposable diapers and property tax.
The cobbler stacked cans by the couch, got drunk
every night, turned bitter, let the place fall apart
out of spite. He was tired of broth
without any bread, sick of whining kids,
and their mother was getting old. She quit
brushing her hair and wore rags; her skin
was wrinkling. She nagged more each day, complaining
about the shored-up holes, the broken heel,
and the ankle's tight squeeze-no room
to make a meal. So he did the expected
and shacked up with the baby-sitter
in a cheap imitation suede.
The woman hurled spoons at the walls,
cracked mirrors, yelled for her kids to come in,
then whipped them soundly off to bed, left them
grumbling for covers and barely fed. So what happens
in a shoe like that? The boys
mostly ran away and paid a penny a day
to share rent on a leaky loafer. The girls,
a few wore go-gos and tapped for tips
in back-street dives; the rest picked up sailors
and left the country to live
in plastic sandals on the beach. No one
went back home.
Their mother, that woman, kept growing old,
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and blamed the world for her barefoot life. Her fingers
were going arthritic and her cellar
was out of coal. She drew the shutters to shut in
darkness and moaned in her sleep, cursing men
and children, the wet ground, her boot and its pinched toe
where she'd lie on the floor as draughts
blew through the mildewed holes, stuck
between her crumbling ceiling, and rotting sole.
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Romeo and Juliet
Love lends itself to a billion what-ifs.
Think of the care she might have given
to mending his shirts
and heaping his plate with best portions
of meats. The artists he'd hire
to paint her in silver gowns and gold-tipped
crowns-a different pose for every room. Imagine
how she'd soil her dainty slippers tripping
to greet him at the gate, and he, lilies in hand,
swinging an arm around her pretty waist
while the whole town applauds his return; and in the night
he warms away the chill, falling asleep with his breath
at her neck, tangled in the taste of her hair
at his lips; she wakes him, mornings, with a kiss
at his shoulder, his eyelids, the curved hip
of his grin; slides her body before him
to shade his sleepy gaze from sunlight
streaming in. He might
have loved her always; she might have loved him back.
But who's to say the garland of their love
might not have withered after five, after ten winters?
Who can be certain that a week of her headaches
would not have him chasing the maid as she hangs
his laundry or abandoning romance for a celibate career
of study? How many years could they stand to argue
over whose parents to invite for Christmas dinner?
He might resent the doomed hours she spends
with her aging face in the mirror, and she
his hunting trips and endless hours at the stables.
He might wince at mere hint of her voice
complaining of his friends or hollering at the servants;
she might cry to her mother that he does not discipline
the children and leaves the house whenever he chooses.
The endless battles for a new dress, a new horsestayed lodged in the throat of their clever author
who thought to spare them of the tears and tantrums.
Henceforth the precipice is the realm of their story;
love's possibilities picnic forever
at a fork in the road-they are buds
bloomless by frost, two lovely questions
poised on the tip of uncertainty, proving
that love lives on only,
in what might have been
and what never was.
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Drummer Boys
On just such a day
they would have been listening
for the birds of morning
to lure them from bed and into
that sunny waltz
of fishing poles and pails,
whistling barefoot to the pond. At that age
they must have been in tune
with sounds of water, chiming
beneath skipping stones; the notes
only willows rustle in their symphony
of tree house and switch; and the rain
that rolls greenness over
like sheets of new song.
The age of harmony
when boys of eleven and twelve
grow up on frog trails of field and wood;
stage recitals of gunslinging bandits on the lawn
before a trio of crickets in the back yard.
All the while they hear at play,
from the open-windowed distance, pianos
practiced by older sisters, their mother's
familiar pitch united with smells of supper
in the timeless interval of being young-that prelude of hymn and psalm.
Just the evening before they might have dreamt
in their soft-pillowed slumber
of galloping chases on horses
and cannonball thunder-a make-believed improv of warring soldiers,
that fox-trot of heroes
those boys had to learn. And instead
of mystery books under the covers,
or the slow tramp of their fathers
climbing the night-time steps to bed, men
with grizzled beards taught them poker and vulgar
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ditties--an army of older brothers performing
reels of tobacco spitting, a pageant of swears-fiddles and harmonicas coloring that darkness
to accompany the war.
Meanwhile they fell asleep on the hard ground
like men, though boys, nestling to lullabies
no mother would sing--a lieutenant crooning
of his Kentucky whore,
the handsome private's full score
cf southern belles: Miranda, Caroline, Anne Marie-notched in the treble clef of his belt,
a whole concert dedicated to camaraderie
whose catchy melody had even the youngest
chorus every campfire story
with carols of laughter and twittering peals
like flutes, in a background of tuba and bass.
All in all the nights
weren't so bad. But the day-the day's intermission of Civil strife
wakened the drummer boys to smoky coughs
and coffee stench, low rumblings in the fog-no school-slates or lunch buckets sat
beside them. No girls
giggled, no birds
meddleyed those battlefields.
They dressed themselves sloppy
in mismatched rags, buttons
surrendered on the march, cuffs
already too short to meet their wrists.
What will they write home to Mother
in the coming night? What glory
will they see in the day?
They picked up their weapons: two sticks
and a drum; headed for the lines
to bang the first strike, half-surprised
to find rehearsal's cheery taps retreat
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behind their debut's thudding boom-the steady crash mowing down the grass
with rows of issued boots. The ensuing scene
is in history books:
the expected plot of mortars, shells and bayonets-the climactic twist of screams, blood, gangrened flesh.
The players, grimy with gunpowder, bowed
to bury their dead in the discordant finale
to no applause. Finally,
a curtain call for the drummers
who acted brave and beat time
to death's misdirected blow for fame;
the sad ballads they metered out
to lyrics of union and states' rights.
If they fumbled their rapping,
thinking run!, caught a bullet
like a cold or stood in glory's dim spotlight
striking a beat for the gut-shot, a beat
for the shrapnel-wounded, the unrecognized,
for the bone-shattered, their glazed over eyes-no music could cheer them for the rest of their lives--and still
a beat for the soldier who shared
whiskey and jokes, a beat for the lieutenant
shallow-graved in the dirt, a beat
for Mother, her light kiss and perfume; beats
for Christmas, friends and dogs; for the river
of trout behind their house--beating out fear,
banging back tears--they were cowboys,
pirates, pioneers!-whatever kept them drumming, pounding
a beat for the handsome private,
the last farewell he heard
and a beat for Sally, Mary and Rose
who waited for his return.
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Insomnia
Planets tilt in the wrong direction; moons twitch.
I go back in time to marry that boy
who paints horses and is poor-we have a child called Anna whose hair
is sandy brown and eyes as green as yours.
She is a lily, a young fem
and you paint her on a trapeze, in a bright
pumpkin, as the star
on a Christmas tree. We talk
across her new body asleep on our laps
until we fall also and sleep
sound. We go camping, tour
the equator, climb pyramids
and buy Anna a pony; buy wishes with pennies
which come true in the space of two breaths
and we can't stop laughing. We never worry
about money. Your paintings pay
for warm mittens and ice cream.
We live in a garden; you plant seeds;
I pick lilac and rosemary. We make love
like ballet dancers, like shy fauns, like
early morning Easter swans
that sweep the unpleasantness of winter
away and we come to each other
as hopeful as in our first moments together,
and our dream is never ruined
by that insurance man who snores beside me,
who pretends you never existed, who
chases Anna away with his whiskers, his bad candy.
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The Scarecrow
General on a stake, lord of com,
that beggar-priest
born of straw. He rises,
good soldier,
from rows of halo'd husks,
bent reverently, bedecked,
bowing in the breeze-and the crows
stay far away. He knows
the fanner's wife,
prisoner behind the window.
She slices onions, boils beef
for supper; sweats
in the kitchen's heavy odors
day in, day out and sets
two places like an old wishthe stoneware, the chipped dish,
the used one
she bangs in the sink,
a covenant of guilt
that will not break. She hates
the fann, but repents
the day she planned escape
from that mass of swaying stalks
and distant caws
while her husband
worked in a far field at dawn.
Her accomplice from town
smuggled her along
to the north ham
as the columns
rustled prayers.
They hid in the loft
to consummate
desertion. Lost
in their own maneuvers,
they never heard that moment
when the air
fell calm.
The wind, treacherous,
changed direction
warning those upstanding ears
to sounds of creaking boards,
contented sighs;
they whispered reports
to their lord
who tyrannized
the lonely fields-this
scarecrow-
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and with new intelligence
lifted his head
with the upward rush of wind,
in league
with his creator; informed
the farmer.
This,
three weeks ago.
The farmer's wife
waits shawled at the glass,
not so grateful
to be taken back
and locked
in solitary
confinement.
Her lover,
that ally who flew
at surprise attack;
her husband,
warden of the manor
who caught herleave her
to dwell on the creatures
that migrate south,
and settle herself
in the chore-filled house
in exile
from the neighbors.
Only she watches
once the farmer departs
in his rusty truck
and she shrinks
from that bowed head, slunk
on its post
a few yards from the porchthat militant monk
saluting his apostles;
they guard her
row by row,
strutting their golden plumes
like bugled horns,
sentinels
on duty, grim-reminders,
tale-tattling and stalk to stalk
still pointing their shafts
northward
to the ham.
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Country of 1bieves
Chronicled in cobblestoned alleys
and annuls of night,
from the Fountain of Wishes
to the Arc de Triomphethey were born into a state
of need, dirty boys, lives
as bare as their houses-that story,
where perhaps they were swiped as infant princes
from palace cradles; now proclaim
they are kings by divine right.
Their secret insignia of beggars' rags
link them to revolution in crowded streets,
wily-smiled,
masquerading as saints.
Sovereign robbers, well versed
in the politics of loss,
swindling jewels to fit their crowns,
conning the ribbons off the lady's dress,
forging signatures
with their charmed fingerspaupers of fortune in illusive
regalia, shirttails
flapping behind them like a flag.
They are courageous as angels
smuggling out porcelain beneath their wingsforgive them
for pinching the wedding ring,
the lover's locket,
for picking the wallet
out the suit's pocket,
for rehearsing their crimes
with Grandmother's purseimperial elves,
tickled with their findsa copper pot, a gilded frame,
a sculpture
of reputed fame,
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some widow's silken cape,
a plumed hat. Forgive them;
they are blessed.
Running through puddles at dawn,
fistfuls of gold and billfolds
up their sleeves; give us a grin
invincible youtha tribute to your crafty rule,
prodigal sons
snatching hearts as easy
as bread, taking chances
with God's luck;
he plucked your spirit off the cross
and saw you fly,
your backs to the light;
we're lucky to catch your shadowracing off with the wood,
the rusty nails
to fill the empty space,
to fill the holes in your blessed handsbrave enough to take
the keys to the kingdom; you
left the body and took the shroud,
snaking through the thorns
to place the golden halo
round your heads.
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The Snow in Greece
There is a certain hush
that smothers the street from its rush
of messengers and laughter
and buries the town to its hips
by mid-December;
even in Greece
a little snow might fall
to chill the voice in the throat
before it can sound a prayer
and muffle the village behind walls
masked with frost and frozen gutters.
This is the season tourists stay home;
no one can see past
the drawn blinds and latched shutters
announcing their silence through the bolted door.
These days even the best homes
don their winter face, their cloak of privacy
by November;
hang their problems above the fireplace;
try to smuggle them out with the smoke. So
if it weren't for nosy neighbors,
nobody would have a clue
Penelope is crying on the couch
for the third night in a row
because Odysseus has left her to sleep
somewhere else; has given her no money
to get to market; yet furnished her
with some questionable ailment-imported
from some mistress of his latest trip. And now her son
has stumbled onto his father's road,
carousing all weekend for under-aged girls,
smoking grass in the garage, stealing coins
from his mother's purse.
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She weaves a cloth to wipe her tears
and while she keeps her curtains closed,
the town only remembers her
as June-happy in her garden-newly wed
with a new baby.
And then there's Persephone, the girl
next door, bubbling with chit-chat
in summertime, strolling
with her mother. We ask about her gradesthe college kid with straight A's,
carries her mother's groceries,
still baby-sits for pocket-change.
Each fall she gets sent off
with her smiling drooping; she waves goodbye
and the cold weather comes.
Her girlfriends say she's not at school,
and we hear no news of her till the end of Marchthe whole thing's kept hush hush.
If she hadn't forgotten her diary
on the stoop of the porch,
we might never have learned
how she sits weak-kneed in the dark,
her hands slipping seeds from fruit
she steals off the shrub--her one pleasure
all winter long. Otherwise she prays
for the ice to melt; she misses her mother
and wants to go home. That sweet girl
with berry basket and ribboned braids,
we thought we knew so welleven she feels lonely, our rosy maid,
our lovely fairy of the May,
with her autumn departure and double life,
sleeps in bed with the devil, and keeps house in hell.
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Hester Prynne's Ocean Crossing
Atlantic devil, you will swallow me before I see land again.
A shameless man sends me alone to make a grave, a dark home
in an abyss of waves; his name is Husband. His name
means cloak oftricks--to cover with chills
a blameless wife, or the storms will do me in, a knife in the back,
my strangled neck and all I see is that man's face
coming like snarling fish in choke-fingered depths, like
an eyeless tentacle squeezing out my deformed life. Women
moan here like cornered animals in the filthy hands
of stench, and lice crawl in unabashed contempt
of our company on the mucked-up deck. None of us
asked for this. By dawn some sailor will sight a great homed whale
or an ice burg with a mouth to deliver us down; I am gone
already. I am no man's wife, no woman; just a ghost
with briny hair stinking of salt; I vomit rancid water,
rotten bread and all the youthful wonder
I wasted on that man. I won't drown another wish
ifl survive this hell of crossing, that old man's test.
I'll ferry my love to a new harbor, nevermore
his cowering angel to ignore, his anchor to hope. Piety
is washed out and he should pay; God make me an act
of deep vengeance, despite my soul, no matter
the consequence--make him atone
for this anguish, that abandonment--my anger.
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Noah's Wife
She deserves a name.
Let's call her patron saint of dry land,
mother of the mountain, wife to the rock.
See her swirling in dust as she stands
in the door, sweeping floors, or
darning Noah's socks, while he's farming
with his boys somewhere, building barns,
herding flocks. What does she have,
marooned on the cliffs, stranded
after the flood?--her wash bucket,
weaving loom, butter churn, broom,
a nice little flower garden in the back yard,
and those memories of the cubs and foals
she tended two by two, lambs
slept on her lap, while giraffes
necked in the dark-the stumbling fawn,
the larks crooning and coyotes bawling
at billy goats-she settled in their cage
while water raged for forty days and nights,
then gone. Now she bends over pottery, lights
a fire in the oven and waits
for her man to come home, knowing she's alone
each day, with nothing much to do,
rooted to earth by skirts
that drag in mud, grounded in dirt
without a cl~ud in sight. So unhappy,
she spites her husband at a meal,
and notice how pleasant she looks
cooking Noah's reverent dove for Sunday dinner,
telling him it's pheasant. But she sleeps well,
remembering herself as captain of the ark, yes,
even in dress, calming the crew,
manning the helm while the vessel rolled,
feeding the pythons, the tigers-her pets,
cheering the passengers despite the gloom,
while poor Noah hung his head out the port hole, sea-sick,
waiting for signs of the storm to clear.
She thinks it's unfair to wake in the morning
without the warning of thunder, that excitement,
the whirl of water; back to being somebody's daughter
and someone's wife. She misses her life
before geese abandoned her for winter;
wolves slipped off to their lair; mice, scared,
left for the field; and cats avoid her.
She prays though; drops in the sand
on her hands and knees, pleads
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for a few drops, some drizzle, a store of hail,
tidal wave, monsoon, hurricane,
and keeps the boat in tip-top shape,
just in case. Noah laughs
and says she's off her rail, and smiling,
pats her on her tail, and drinks a beer.
Poor woman. And what's her name anyway?
Rain goddess, lady of beasts, shipwrecked
with debris of husband never home,
children never phone, God out-of-town,
no good food in the fridge and re-runs on TV.
Even the seals swim away, gulls rise to flee,
and if only she-the first to feel a stream
fl.ow fierce across her cheeks,
the salt stinging her eyes; she kneels,
arms open to the spray,
dreaming of her life, wishing it down,
swallowed by the sea.
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At the Monument to the Unknown Citizen

"He was found l?J the Bureau efStatistics to be
One against whom there was no official complaint"
--W.H. Auden, "The Unknown Citizen"
I knew him in the days when secrets were kept
like love letters in a dresser drawer.
We rode the train together into town five days a week
sharing coffee over headlines and talk; we spoke
like we'd been intimate for years, not merely months.
There were silences in our lives which longed for a language
unencumbered with words like marriage or churchmore skeletons than a discourse of flesh and blood.
So we became lovers until the war,
reviving the dead hours we might have spent
haunting the tavern or grocery store.
I was a neighborhood wife; he had married
his high-school homecoming queen
three years before; bought her a house
with two bathrooms and a screened-in porch
he worked overtime to afford. When she wanted a car
he took a loan from his parents, and another
when times were too tight to make the payments.
Sometimes he'd try the track on the sly
if wages were cut or inflation too high. As for me,
I was a symbol of the age;
wore whatever fashion was the rage;
watered my garden and played bridge
with avant-garde flair. I slept on my own
twin bed and lacy coverlet.
My neighbors borrowed recipes, lawn chairs,
my punch bowl. I stitched quilts
for the church's bazaar, where all the ladies
in Sunday hats called me their sweetheart;
they'd probably never believe
I hung my laundry half-crocked, gone
through a pitcher of martinis by summertime,
and my husband never touched me.
But gin numbed my appetite
until Jerry took the seat across from me
and lit my cigarette. I worked in the front office
of his factory-more out of boredom
than necessity. Sometimes we'd sneak away
at lunch, gorging ourselves
with kiss after kiss and sometimes just watch
the sun pierce the window. Or he'd say
there was never enough money
and I'd tell him I wanted to escape
to Malibu or Parisit didn't matter where, but with him
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because he listeneduntil he came home from a tour-something
about God saving him; he had to be faithful
to his wife. I believed him; there were tears
in our eyes. I still kept track of him
for the rest of his life, through mutual
acquaintances, a phone call or two,
every year or so. Once we even met for coffee
and took a walk by the lake, catching up on changes
and disappointments. In the end
we were good friends. But I'm not satisfied
with his epithet-why hadn't they written
that he cried when he walked his daughter down the aisle;
he played running bases with his son and
comforted his wife when she was ill-surely,
he had done these things too.
So was he typical?--! suppose. He
was as dean-shaven as the next man on the street.
He ordered his overcoat from Sears
and paid his taxes on time; his views were mild
and he thought America tops like everyone else.
He tried to do the right thing with his life. But,
they made a mistake; Jerry's soul wasn't a house
for union cards and clanking machines.
He loved the movies and wrote scripts he was too shy
to ever let anyone read. There were never
complaints against him because he knew
how to tell a good joke and was careful
not to step on anyone's toes. And of course,
the biggest cliche of his life1 loved him
for giving me his private side
and taking mine in return.
Maybe when I go, the state will erect
some similar statue for me, and bore the crowd
with an adequate speechshe was a model citizen of her day, tactful
and kept a clean home; though she never bore children,
she chose an appropriate career-a charming secretary
for twenty-five years. Yes,
and maybe they'll etch on my tombstone"beloved wife,
good and faithful till the day she died."
And then I will be post on a list
as one who was happy and free,
like the man I loved,
going unknown in death
just as-in life.
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Cleopatra's Slave
Once
I found her in a heap on the floor, her fist
curling a dagger, shards of a vase
she hurled at the door
after whomever, who was never coming back,
slammed it behind him.
I touched her shoulder.
I soothed her fury swarming
for revenge and wiped the smeared paint
from her beautiful face.
I combed out her snarls, coaxed the blade
away from her heart and enclosed her
in my arms.
Her eyes, cloudy with grief, pleaded solace
with a drizzle of tears
to the young girl she never noticed-fanning her from the heat
or mending her robes as if they
were her own. She wept half the night
moaning her loss upon my lap; clutched my hand
as I filled that tomb of despondence
with my stories and songs.
She fed me almonds and sweet grapes
as if I were some sister-queen with crown and scepter
hidden under my rags; she pitied the grooves
where the whip had bitten into my skin
and grasping her fingers around her amber
chain, she offered me wine
and a seat at her side.
She whispered tales of her conquests,
dark secrets she confessed
in my ear, as ifl alone, could bless her.
We spent days searching the Valley of Kings
for signs of luck in our future,
evenings, flinging a curse at fate,
falling asleep to her laughter.
She called me a lily,
her lamb,
and lovely.
I forgot my life as desert slave, dull-souled
with pigeon-toed trudge and meandering figure,
pock-marked, sun-baked, foul
with dust streaks and scrubbing--unwanted and
ignored. But her sorrow gave me purpose
to companion pain in one
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who needed me; so I loved her
the way a woman loves another woman
for the comfort of her presence, without knowing her
at all, but sees her for the promise
hidden in the tilt of her head
when she blows a feather caught
in the swirl of her breath,
in the fall of her voice settling on the river,
in the certainty of her step, braver
than prince or pharaoh.
My love was a wish
for her favor, a prayer
to be her.
I lounged on her settee when she wasn't there,
pleased, when the scent of her perfume
mingled with my hair;
I divined her letters. I dreamed
we were sisters among strangers-that she was my mother,
the wind,
a flower;
or we waded the murky stream together,
bathing near shallow banks in a tangle
of weeds twisting around our ankles
until floods brushed them away with the past
season of trouble.
When the stars abandoned their summer quarter
of sky and the river rose to divorce
the old year, she dismissed me early
for new company; she sent me on chores
to gather fresh barley, fetch honeycombs,
check the camels while she entertained
new suitors again and again
and never tired of loving men. Her tone,
cool, when I entered her room, knew no
recollection of my devotion, my name-she never called it. She forgot
when we rescued each other and found shelter
in clasped hands, shared secrets,
cousined strands of misfortune; bound
to the sameness of our bodies
whether clad in burlap or lace.
When I came to her with garlands
she forgot to treasure,
she stepped on them in jeweled slippers.
And yet, how happy she looked
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under the spell of their whispers, content
in the touch of their hands, adrift, on her limbs-and how wonderful it would be
to lived throned in such comfort,
to be adored,
to be her.
I went to her chamber while she wasn't there.
I opened her trunks
and draped myself in silks,
skirting from chair to chair, daring
to jingle in bangles of gold--pinched toes
to squeeze into her sandals. I posed
for her statues and strutted brazen with emeralds
pinned in my hair; I stuck rubies
wherever they'd stick on my sleeves.
I shadowed my eyes green
and blackened my brows;
I pricked my skin
to shade my lips with blood-evil omens-I turned to learn that she stood
(how many moments?)
looming from the threshold,
glaring. She hadn't the will
to beat or forgive me; she told me to go-to get out of her sight;
I ran away past the palace gates
when evening fell.
There's little else to tell;
we parted for good.
This was all before Antony or Caesar--so,
I have nothing to say of them.
My life, thereafter-a drop of water,
a pebble,
a blade of grass-resembled the lives of most women;
a man married me. In months of harvest
I gave him sons. I taught our daughters
to pray against famine and drought.
Cooking and weaving cloth
allowed no time to remember
being a child in her court-her golden comer of the earth,
or leaving my straw mat to find her
burning the dark like a torch
lighting new-found fortune, my answer
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to the riddle of who I could be,
with her as my savior. But I withered
at my husband's side,
who never whipped me
or called me lovely.
A scorpion stung me the day she died.
Cobras curled up from their coils
to strike bonds with jackals;
I swallowed sand; cradled stones to my breast
and gazed west,
where the dead must go to find peace.
I cut my hair and drowned it in the river.
And after-whatever looked beautiful seemed bitter; palms
careening above the palace, thistles
a nightshade winding up the trellis, the cat
nestled on a blanket of fleece,
preening her fur for some amorous tryst;
if I try to pet-extend a friendly
overture,
she flies off in a hurry-a familiar gesture,
which implies:
you are not--worthy.
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A Child's Room
Imagine the place sorrow avoids.
Petals of curtain facing south; a row
of tearless porcelain eyes still
on the long wall; a map
of space tacked to the door, its moon
glowing the dark. The unicorn
guards the snow village in glass
where Christmas is always the day before
and nighttime is for fairies who color the ceiling
above a wooden cross without a Jesus,
above the taut figure
quite awake.
Say there are only sandals
under the bed--no claws in the quilt just washed,
no breathing from the doll in the rocking chair
whose hands clasp, where now and forever
the stiff dresses will sleep
with the closet light left on
proving once and for all
the monsters have gone
so spiders may stay buried beneath the floor
where even the faintest of draughts gets in
like fear;
but sorrow-prefers the hall and trenched tear
where the mother waits frozen as poem
in her breakfast robe,
and the father still not home.
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Becoming the Vampire
Their reconciliation--our first vacation
when I was seven in a Mexican town,
a coward in the dark, too scared
to close the curtains or secure the shade
when the wind drifted in,
swathing my body with its chilly
breath. I lingered in that sleepy moment
just before sleep, fearing a fall
into nightmared slumber; I lay there,
so still, instead.
I did not dream--the bat
flew in from a desert cave, circling
my bed with his batty wings. My feet,
small, hung over the edge
where the blanket did not stretch.
I could not shriek,
but shut my eyes and scarcely realized
the thing had landed, could not believe him
real--the flapping was that smooth,
fanned me while he hovered near,
seemed a ruffie of the breeze.
So when I felt the first soft prick of touch,
the slow pierce of his fang sink
into my skin, sliding their tips
clean to bone, writhing
as I began to bleed--one would think
I might speak, shout, scream
for Father, Mother, come help!
But I never could call out
when I wanted to yell up and down the street,
Daddy, come home, and Mommy
stop crying, and Daddy--I'm sorry-and Mommy shouldn't we leave
before we're drained
of all our tears? But no tears, no voice,
no human struggle left-As their child, I had no choice;
they'd been vampires for years, stealing
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life from the veins of love, cursing
mortal bonds, the way I would one day. And so,
that furry bird pressed his lips to my heel,
held them there, so light
I almost didn't feel,
but knew he had flown
when I woke in the zombie-gray dawn
and peered at my toes, wrinkled white,
baring marks of that devil's teeth,
his soothing bite;
the warm mouth that kissed
so slow, lulled me to sleep,
drew out my fleeting spirit
and sucked me into peace.
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Executioners
The hand that killed Desdemona,
the same hand killed Marie Antoinette, Lady
Jane Gray; took the head from John the Baptist;
lit the kindle round Joan of Arc. Could hands
love that work?--branding their fingerprints
on the ghost of last breath, dreaming of the sound-the splintering wood, the hammer and nails; did faith
in a cause, a new regime save them from guilt
over Anastacia's shining hair, flowing
against her ashen cheek, bloodless
and cold; or the nightmare of aiming at Tatiana
who would haunt him with beseeching
eyes. He would remember her breath visible
on chilly mornings, her brave indifference
to the soldiers; that he wanted to loop his grim task
in the noose of her curls and renounce his place
and forget what he was there to do--but could not;
and so cannot forget the slanted eyes, cat-gray
and daring when she turned up her nose walking past
him or blushed when he stared too long, blushed again
when he unfastened his collar, loosened his cap
and triggered his gun when wolves howled near; was it beauty
or her innocent fear he loved--he couldn't tell,
but would have loved her for certain, were it not
for the strange duty to see that she,
her laughing sisters, her entire family would never
be loved. How do they all live
after they divvy out death, by request; stand
on the scaffold at post; load the pistol;
wear the mask; tie the blindfold tightly
and shut out light?--to go on living
under the horrible weight; they must have loathed
that work. How they must have suffered
almost, almost that they deserve some pity.
But my mother who reads this cannot agree.
She recalls an occurrence in northern Wisconsin
on her uncle Joe's farm many years ago.
She was six or seven--she can't say for sure,
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but excepting her age, her recollection is quite clear.
She watched him tramp into the barn,
heavy-footed, snapping his suspenders, sweating hard
under his arms and down his back; it was June.
She had just fed the pony, in secret, half
of her pocket candy; was about to catch up
with her cousins--but stopped cold in her sandals.
Perhaps it was the eerie whimpers, high-pitched
like little girls, that drew her to the door
and then inside when her uncle Joe turned
and grinned across the space at her; he grinned
(and I can well imagine her puzzled expression) and said
"Margaret come here" where obediently
she tightened her ponytail and dawdled over
to where he stood tall above a water barrel,
his sleeves, rolled past his elbows, his strong arms
hairy and wet--and she's absolutely certain
she was either six or seven
when she witnessed the drowning of the kittens
as she was tall enough to reach in
and try to save the undead, but too scared
to succeed when shouted away
by Uncle Joe, whom she called Uncle
out ofrespect, who was only her family's
distant relative, who fathered four children
and wore his best suit to church--who lived
his whole life in the country,
on a farm, fearing the crime of the city;
who hunted with his grandfather's rifle
and took his wife to state fairs; who voted
in every election and carved bird
houses out of wood; who gave silver
dollars to his kids, who grew obese and very old; and who
by all accounts, enjoyed his work.
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Wolves
They've come ashore to lodge with packs,
abandoned the high seas and left off
pirating the dark waters. A lost race,
they watched their ships go down in a whirlpool
of sails, swords and harpoons, wading
in tidal plains and lagoons, then sighted
land. No one loved them there. They hid in caves
where only a lone strand of wild dogs
shared their quest for good chase--through centuries
made a tattered band of forest renegades
with ears bent back for attack; senses
keener; appetites larger; tails
cast out as warning banners, defy storms-jolly rogers of the woods, stingy for prey.
But when the wind blows inland, swirling the fog,
they raise their calls and howl for the sea. Longing
for the brine and salt spray, they breathe,
hoisting their weathered faces, grounding
their paws; they bay for lost days.
Buccaneers. Some nights Blackbeard
licks his icy stubble, charting the moon
in his mind's map, searching out
that last X of treasure chest, past
redwoods swaying like masts, tipped
with crows nests anchored to sky. He tops a cliff,
growling for his furry battalions,
who bare daggers, wear scars and roam
the mist that hooks around the coast, stalking
visions of their sunken galleons. They blink-eyes specked with yellow slits, glow ghostlike,
gleam like medallions. The ocean's prodigals,
on the fringe, in the margins--marauders gone
gangplanking a stretch of timber to wherever's home,
swashbuckling through the blue waves of dawn.
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Siberia
There is a woman trapped
in my Siberian dog. It cannot be a man
because she buries bones too deep,
deep like secrets
into her remotest patch of ground,
and she knows she's got to keep watch
to protect what's hers.
She carries the cool silence of a woman
eyeing the cold all night, uniquely skilled
in the language of ice. She thinks
the wolf's lone heart
has replaced her own--she's
beyond petting; she doesn't need
her head on your lap. She thrives
in the sparce light,
on the metal blue
of dawn's clipped bite. She prefers
the barren hours before morning-thaw
to scour the landscape, searching
for something in the dark
to feed her appetite-the outcome is bleak. The sun
has a way of reminding her
she's confined in a yard;
the vixen gone,
drained from her blood
centuries ago, and becoming a hunter
was just some girlish fantasy.
She's got a family
that keeps her on a leash
called love--and we do love her;
it's only,
she howls like some forsaken creature
digging deep as if she can't remember
where her bones are buried--her treasures-bones of winter, old scraps from summer--all
she's got. Maybe
she'd like to leap the fence and leave
for good, but she's
docile by nature; she's
gotten used to the cold, and I think,
resigned to hunger.
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Medusa
She does better by darkness.
Midnight clings to her
like an evening gown
with spring
threaded into its seams. The air,
rushing in from the sea, breezes
into her ear
like a lover's whisper. The trees
bristle above her
like musicians
keying up to play.
She moves; indeed, she dances
to greet her guests
mingling on the lawn, awaiting
her grand entrance.
Again, she is hostess
to this nightly affair-a masquerade
she calls it, and all of her acquaintances
are there, as if
transfixed; they pay her deference
and many bow
before the sight of her.
She is flattered how her loves
adore her from the shadows; she muses
which suitor now
will win her affections.
Tonight she is Helen of Troy
with golden apples
sewn into her ruffles.
Sometimes she comes as herself
as she appeared at seventeen, soft-skinned
and fair as forget-me-nots, her father's
favorite child. But she may as well be Venus;
who could see in all that blackness?
She relies on other senses-touch,
for instance, and searches,
brushing her hands past tell-tale grooves
in their armor, a certain pose
she's ingrained to memory. She also
has her favorites: the soldier,
propped up by his shield,
renounced warfare
to be with her; the inquiring poet,
too speechless
to translate her beauty
into words; and the boy
who was the first
to take her in his arms
to the dismay
of some great goddess.
But in fact,
she loves them all
or wouldn't keep them in her garden,
these adornments
to her assemblage. They dance
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until dawn
pokes her with rosy-fingers;
she slinks away, exhausted,
and fancies the others
have gone to sleep. She's somebody else
by morning, and slides fast
inside some mountain cave
to escape the light; the light
which-years ago-shown scales
for a face, and the wind,
found snakes in her hair.
During the day
there's just no make-believing
she's not getting older
like any gorgon.
She may be obsessed with vanity
as she does her best
to stay in the shade,
hiding her tail-braced figure,
bone-fisted and stump-dead, writhing
with her withered charm
and grace. She thinks
she's got arthritis; she side-winds
so slow; she's just tired
to slither alone to bed
as she combs out her cobras,
sets her anacondas
in rollers and writes letters
she'll never sendto her parents, her little sister
and the men
who stand outside a-ways, so patient
and refined
in stone,
collecting moss
open-mouthed and granite-stunned
in sunshine.
She prefers not to remember them
like this.
In her eyes
they're the lucky ones, eternally handsome
and young,
by light of moon or sun-but she's forced
to reside in her body, her creeping prison;
and until night comes,
she sees herself,
unhappiest of girls, confined
to the loneliest comer
of the rock-rimmed world.
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Door-Step Bouquet
I spent the morning mailing letters,
paying bills. I came home and found them-violets, daisies, honeysuckle blooms peeking
out from a comer of the porch. I arranged them
in my grandmother's crystal vase and placed them
in the center of the table before the window
facing the street to show the neighbors. I smiled
all day, charmed--had you picked them
by hand? Did you expect me home? Were these
flowers words you could not say, a long-awaited
apology? All day. All day, it's true; I forgot
my pride, your betrayal and I forgave you. I
forgave you! I don't recall the number of hours
I spent in anticipation of future days,
looking forward to your call. That night
awake in bed, the phone rang. My friend
Anne. She was tired. Had a bad day, but hopes
the flowers, she left, cheered me up.
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Another Art
for A.K.
"Lose something every day" --Elizabeth Bishop, "One Art"
Steal something every day. Work the challenge
of the forbidden glance, the married heart; take
the wedding band and secret weekends on stolen planes. Steal
letters and photographs; steal pocket-books and fountain
pens, old coats and little boys; steal Chicago; steal Spain; learn,
this is the cure for loss, because losing--is not the answer.
Imagine stealing poets and heroes, sailors and soldiers,
a new song, a soul, summer, a castle-fill your empty spaces; these are guards against disaster.
Steal something every hour. Steal lampshades, buttons,
locks of hair; steal postcards and patents; grab hands
from clocks, lure birds from nests--it's the only answer.
I stole a dog, some languages, the house where I was born. And more-musicians, masks, baskets of rain. Even puppies and signs,
a leather jacket; these things have kept me sane.
I've stolen moments, oflove--would steal you ifl could,
the warm eyes, the rich laughter and touch--softer
than breath or light. So steal a drink; steal pills; steal whatever it takes
to forget--to forget whatever it was--that brought disaster.
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Cantrall, Illinois
At one time I was going to be a farmer's wife
breathing rain into straw, into river and field, piecing tatters
for scarecrow garb, cooking pancakes
in a sunlit kitchen. This was my ambition
to be that man's wife, to let out the dogs
one last time for the night, to fall asleep in the smell of earth
beside a body bent toward growing seasons, his hands-founts of harvest. I believed my fate was a town
with one main street, dirt roads, a hundred welcome mats saying
stay here. I could have been a mother there,
reading to golden-haired children from a rocking chair,
from a porch where I could watch clouds swell
in afternoon sky, and gather up my dirty-footed boys
in the first rumblings of storm. I thought I could have no other life
than to cut flowers for the vase, play piano, brush out
a girl's tangled braids and love a man who would trust
I belonged as his wife. Maybe I lived too much
in thoughts of that place, expected paradise to love me
when I am destined for something worse--1 try not to resent
what he says is not meant to be. I try to see myself
anywhere else and feel all the possibilities of another life
well up like thunder in the distance.
I bury the unborn far back with a barn, far
behind crow-studded fences and moth-flitted houses; I run now
to that new life like flying home in the rain, letting
the unreaped yearnings dry out in their stunted abundance,
blow away with sunlight and puppies, disappear
with the farmhouse bounty of wheat, calico quilts,
a four poster bed, clothes-line of fresh sheets, wind-chimes,
crickets, pretty hopes--and that man's face.
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Ocho Rios
The sea was a mirage and the mountains
might never have happened; we took a winding path
on horses, jingling our canteens and bare feet,
keeping pace with each other, shivering
at webs in the trees--four girls wearing island hats
and sunburns. Did we laugh that day, leaning
sideways to see the ocean twinkling
below shacks dotting the hills, skinny dogs
in every yard? Could people die in a place
where frost was a dream melting off palms
and our breakfast of mango and new stalks
of sugarcane? Did we ever think of home
as we rode back down, trailing dusk
behind us and a breeze of chatter as airy
as marriage and men, cancer and
old age, floating like future ghosts beyond
us? How we flashed photos, made songs above the hum
of water, marking place by our footprints
in wet sand, fleeing before waves could crash,
trusting winter to never come.
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Winter
Because you stopped by woods on that snowy evening,
or so you say,
to watch the snow fall prettily
through the trees, the snow
that kept you from coming home and buried you
at an inn, the house fell cold
from lack of fuel and I wonder,
did she meet you there? Your mistress
of the woods that held you where
the storm settled waist-deep
out of the clouds. What is she
to keep you away from me? Cold.
And cold
and splintered fingers--proof
of my exertion on your behalf, heavy shoulders
and arms hung limp, dead
on my lap from that blaze I made
to wait for you by, and still,
you did not come.
So I watched from windows
while there was light, knowing well
the place your prints had gone

if no longer trailing the distance
here, draped in scarf and wooden bundle,
framed by evening and the evergreens
that huddled beside your path
in white. Or I'd hear stirring,
convinced you're piling logs
at the back, a stack of insurance,
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a guarantee that no draught would chill
the assured alter we knelt before,
before--but since has dwindled
to its dimmest glow in my sole care
and unaccustomed ax-swung arms
that lugged a measly basket
through the brush, half-filled
with fallen branches for a small fire
that languished away, never-never to be rekindled
by your cold hands
or mine. Because it was her eyes
that were lovely, dark and deep; her
warm hands and lips that barred you
from the promises you said you'd keep,
but broke instead--your fine excuse:
a lovely wood. But it's no use.
Even now you do not listen. While I weep
you tramp to bed. Miles of winter
linger ahead in grievous drifts. The snow
falls on. You're sound asleep.
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Loving Judas

It is months, and still,
I dare not whisper your name.
The people, all the world who know,
hate you, despise you
more than Romans or Pharisees--Judas,
they insist you are the devil; they say
you are burning in a pit of fire
for thirty pieces of silver,
for looping the rope around your neck,
for a kiss. Judas,
they let you hang for seven days;
they kept me away with swords and stones.
From my room I could see
where the buzzards circled; I learned
they finally buried you without a marker
in the desert beyond this town-Akeldama, place of the godless dead;
they call your grave and its outskirts
Field of Blood.
Thieves and beggars-murderers and heathens
bed next to you now.
And all that they say, however dreadful,
I feel is true.
I saw the way you watched Him
on the road to Jerusalem;
how Peter's insights enthralled Him;
how they prayed, Peter always
at His right, and you Judas,
nearly afraid to address Him--so in awe
you were. Do you remember
when He placed the purse in your hands-all the coins, the means, He charged you to keep
to dispense for lodgings and bread
journey to journey--you handled the money,
and Judas, without blame.
You could have--you could have taken
a fistful a day, the whole sack
if you'd wanted that! But I know,
Judas, it wasn't! It wasn't the money!
But the seeds, those first foul petals of deceit
were rooted in you stare;
I watched the way you watched Him
while the whore bathed His feet;
her accomplished fingers,
lavishing devotion, performed no such favors
for you. Even the children offered Him lilies
and adoration, and when He preached
to throngs before the temple gates,
you could scarcely bear the sun
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which shown above Him-and you in your lovely rags,
waiting off to the side, hidden
in His shadow, and my darling,
ignored. Yet,
for your quiet compliance, your place
in the long line behind Him--His devotee,
He chose you; He wanted you there!
But I feared His glory could not compensate
for loss of your own. If only He, if only
some remote village, a few
onlookers from the rocks
had noticed you, for a span of moments,
instead.
The sacrifices you made--the home you left,
the friends you renounced, the life
with its chairs and tables you gave Him
as charity, for His own use-were perhaps too much. Still,
you followed Him, and I,
followed you. And in those most blessed
hours Judas, when you weren't watching Him,
were you not, watching me? Didn't you
find love in the face gazing at you
on the hill that day of the feast-from the famine of fish
that multiplied out of the nets
and into our mouths; our mouths were grinning
and dripping with wine; I tickled your beard
and you kissed me.
And the nights He spoke
as your hand grasped mine;
I felt His words
create a house above us; a warm bed
billowing in every cloud;
a place that made that dusty ground,
those barren cliffs into paradise
and so long as He held us
in the rapture of His voice,
we knew God even in those
who spit at our backs, in the aches
of our shoulders, the cramps
in our legs as we walked and walked
beside Him, so certain He
saved us with light and christened us
with rain. How would I have found Him
were it not for you?
So how is it? How is it He is gone
by your cunning, and you are gone--you
and the promises you dangled
before my eyes with your dazzling dreams
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of a future with our children, our
marriage--that precious hint
of the heaven to come?!
Now you are there, cursed, in that dark shade
oflast sleep, and I know--I've always known-it was His face
you loved more than mine.
If He had loved you most, had loved you
apart from the rest--from Matthew, from Peter-had made you feel more worth
than I could--wouldn 't you both,
by some chance, be here?
More than anything Judas,
I wonder--and hope
He must have--did He feel
in that treacherous kiss, the sweet lips
of bewilderment, the whispered breath
of disobedience, the trick
ofa child
that begs attention, who wants to announce:
"I am here; do you see me,
Father? Do you know
what I am?--that I've had enough
of never being good enough
to be like you! I'm not your follower
anymore, but the black lamb
that leads you to your fate
with its own bit of power
and all the world will know!"
And after the deed of your fury,
your jealousy, revealed itself,
you cleansed yourself
and there was--for brief moments-the purest love
awakened in the wayward child
who loves, as no one else,
his wounded father-And then it was,
you became this man
and heaped punishment upon yourself.
I know you Judas; I know
you remembered His sermons-He would forgive the worst
of crimes, were it asked, were it
repented and asked.
But your judgment won as you passed
your sentence; you returned
the silver and refused to ask
reprieve for the horror you had done-you'd rather suffer and suffer always
for this thing you had done.
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Judas, there is a tempestuous wind-a wild night--like the one we spent
in each other's arms. I am alone
with no friends for having loved you
to the core of your flesh, in the wake
of your steps, the haze
of your guilt--1 am the one left
in the shadow of the dead-that empty valley-because you did not love me enough
not to leave, not to plead,
not to smother your pride
with tears at His feet-I'd have knelt by your side-and this night,
this horrible night,
you'd be here;
you'd walk through my door,
brave,
and somehow we'd bear the shame
of betraying Him, betraying grace
and no more
would you be this coward, this
spoiled child, this man
who deserts me
for all eternity.
And whether He does
or not--ifHe could be
so willing-no matter what winds
carry my voice to your house
of sorrow,
shrieking
I hate you! I hate you!
You devil, you thief-Judas,
I forgive you!
I forgive you!
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Four Girls Hold Mirrors
from an Egyptian tomb at Sakkarah
Children came out of that crocodile darkness, boys
born for the flint, for copper saws, for mud-brick
hovels and rubbing stones. They came
to the white-walled city and Kingdom of Kush,
to the rocky cataracts of Nile wash, to delta marsh.
The followed the to low bars of sand and vast blowing
of snake-faced desert, to ox-trudged fields.
They could not be the cat or the hawk, nor
the mountain-fist will of pyramid god;
but they could work
to mine life from the underworld's mouth
until jackaled caravans came to court them west,
to that country where scorpions prowl death.
They could worship
earth and sky, sea and air; bow
to the four pillars of creation; marvel at fire
and calendar stars; scatter grains over alters
to ease their fears.
Then one day at Sakkarah, four girls
barred their afternoon from the world
and left their baskets unfilled; ignored
their tired bodies and abandoned the drudgery of chores
to drift past the smoke of chamel houses, past
plodding beasts. They picked reeds,
purple-bloomed handfuls coloring their path; they came
like the winds from four directions,
like the moon's changing face-one whose teeth had rotted out; one
pock-marked, prematurely wrinkled; two
bruised by beatings.
They came to decorate themselves
with fired quartz, bits of turquoise, shards
of river rocks and wiped away
their second skin of dust,
the caked layers covering them up
like a garment--a telling rag that marked
their place. And then these four girls
picked up mirrors--perhaps gifts? Stolen
trinkets from the rich?--and sought something
in each of their faces, in their irregular features
and from their etched expressions we can believe
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whatever they found was enough to content them, enough
to go on despite flood or drought, to be satisfied
with their world.
And then a stumbler, an on-looker
who happened to be passing with a brush,
who knew the strange magic of paintthis being called artist
found that they were remarkablefour girls holding mirrors-and gave them
back to the world on a tomb wall
so when they trudged home to their lives,
when they were gone-the beauty
they saw in their ancient mirrors
would still be sought, still praised and
still remembered.
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